At EcoQuest International we take our mission seriously

Anywhere.
Everywhere.
Fresh Air...
To Go!

both in the Opportunity we provide and in the products and services we offer.
Today, American families spend more than 90% of their time inside. The dust in the carpet is the
equivalent of toxic waste. The water at the kitchen sink, which we thought was safe, is polluted with
contaminants that are putting our health at risk.

From your:

Experts say that between 2 and 10 million dust mites live in your mattress, and another 2 million live

• Car
• Boat
• RV
• Camper
• Semi Tractor
To your:
• Office
• Hotel Room
• Kitchen
• Closet

in your pillow.

More than just an air freshener...

At EcoQuest, issues like these are important to us because they are important to you and your family.

Yes, it will freshen the air in your car, but it does so much more. With a Fresh Air To Go you are taking with
you our powerful SynAirGtechnology, which incorporates the same process NASA uses to scrub the air
inside their spacecraft. Whether you’re sitting in the driver’s seat or reclining in an office chair, Fresh Air To
Go is hard at work combining UV light and rare metals in a process known as Radiant Catalytic Ionization
(RCI). Together with ionization and activated oxygen, this unique synergy creates the highly effective
“supercharged” SynAirG process available only in EcoQuest products. And that’s just the start! SynAirG
does most of its work after it reaches the air outside the unit, eliminating smoke and odors. Contact your
EcoQuest Dealer today and find out for yourself what it’s like to take fresh air with you.

We are driven by our purpose: To enhance and improve the quality of living indoors by providing
products which bring safety, convenience, and beauty into the spaces where people spend their lives
and to provide real life-changing Opportunity.

Anywhere.
Everywhere.
Fresh Air...

• Laundry Room
Anywhere you go
and everywhere you
need it, fresh air is
as convenient as the
press of a button.
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To Go!
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Take your fresh air with you.

SPECIFICATIONS

Small enough to fit in your pocket, convenient enough to take with you everywhere.

• 10 watts maximum power usage

• 12VDC or 110 - 240 VAC 50/60Hz
• Fixed 6 KV DC needle ion generator
• 3 speed fan

The new Fresh Air To Go takes our proprietary SynAirG technology and puts it in the palm of your hand, ready to go on your
morning commute or your next vacation. From the car to the office in just a few seconds, Fresh Air To Go stays with you,
eliminating smoke, odors, and other air contaminants in the areas where you spend your time.
Of course, you need fresh air in more places than just the car or office. You can use the new Fresh Air To Go in a boat, RV,
semi-tractor... wherever you have a power outlet. Hang it in the closet to freshen clothing. Place one in the bathroom or near
a laundry hamper. Use it in the kitchen after cooking. Whether you hang it from the wire stand or mount an extra base on the
wall, fresh, clean-smelling air is available anywhere you need it, with Fresh Air To Go.

One of the unique features of the
Fresh Air To Go is the wire stand and
mounting base combination. Designed
to make the Fresh Air To Go as versatile
as possible, the wire stand can be used
with or without the base for everything from sitting on a desk
to hanging over the edge of a laundry basket (or in a pocket on
the back of a car seat). The quick release base can be placed
on your dash using Velcro, attached to the windshield with
suction cups, used as a stand on a table top, or mounted to a
wall for convenience. Just snap the wire stand in, and you’re set.
However you choose to use your Fresh Air To Go, we’re confident
you’ll find it both convenient and effective.

Optional Fresh Air To
Go Accessory Case
(sold separately,
item# US90060)

• Size: 4” x 6” x 1.25” (w/o base)
• Weight: < 8 ounces
• One (1) year limited warranty

5. The SynAirG Process continues
working out in the environment to
eliminate smoke, odors, and other
air contaminants
4. Ions are introduced into the
SynAirG stream just before
exiting the unit

1. Specially engineered
Purification Plate begins
the SynAirGTM Process

LED Indicators for Fan Speed
and Purification Levels
Adjustable
Wire Stand
and Base

LEDs

Quick Release for easily
removing unit from base

Low:

compact car, pick up

M.Low:

mid to full size car, RV, etc.

Med:

Large RV, unoccupied
vehicle, hotel room

Universal AC Adapter power supply
with interchangeable plugs
12VDC Car Adapter

Setting Coverage

(500 ft2)
M.High: Large hotel room or
office (750 ft2)
High:

2-room suite or large
kitchen (1250 ft2)

Suction Cups & Velcro for mounting

OFF:

Purifier off, ionization &
fan continue operating

3. Rare metals on the RCI Target combine with UV light
in a process known as Radiant Catalytic Ionization
(RCI), producing a unique mix of hydroxyls and hydroperoxides, “supercharging” the SynAirG process

2. UVX light activates the
Photocatalytic RCI Target

